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Preparing for Examinations
By

an

Examiner

During the past five years about fifty-five hundred candidates
have taken eleven C. P. A. examinations under the auspices of the
American Institute of Accountants. The results by percentages
are shown in the following table:
Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.
Date
Passed Conditioned Failed
24
46
30
Nov. 1924.............
14
17
69
May 1925.............
14
26
60
Nov. 1925.............
21
60
19
May 1926.............
22
28
50
Nov. 1926.............
22
34
44
May 1927.............
17
20
63
Nov. 1927.............
23
18
May 1928.............
59
14
15
71
Nov. 1928.............
17
10
73
May 1929.............
13
78
9
Nov. 1929.............
Of those who passed there were many who were conditioned in
previous examinations, so the real story is fairly told in the column
of failures. It may be added that in several examinations it was
remarked that the papers as a whole were unsatisfactory, so much
so that in two examinations there was no award of the Sells
scholarship because no candidate came up to the required stand
ard. One of these examinations was that of May, 1927, when
the highest percentage of passing was attained! If this is the
best we can show for years of organized effort to train aspirants
for the C. P. A. certificate, it is most disappointing; and in view of
the increasing percentages of failures the outlook for the future is
not encouraging.
What is the reason for this unhappy state of affairs? Are the
examinations being made unduly difficult? Are the standards
too high, or rather are they being pushed up too rapidly for the
schools and students to keep pace with them? Are public practi
tioners in whose offices candidates serve their apprentice years
failing to give them sufficient experience? Or does the fault lie
entirely with the candidates?
What says the examiner? He might reply that a general
comparison of questions asked in auditing, law and theory for the
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last ten or twelve years will show they are much the same on the
whole, and naturally must be as they are based on standard text
books in which there has been little or no change in fundamental
principles. Of late years perhaps there has been a tendency to
substitute concrete problems for memory tests, but this affords a
better probe into the candidate’s ability to apply principles.
Problems in practical accounting may be more complex and have
more details than those of earlier years, but on the other hand
they are fewer in number, they cover no more than is to be found
in almost any standard text-book or accounting periodical, and
above all they simply reflect the growing complexities of modern
business accounting.
The holder of a C. P. A. certificate is supposed to be qualified
as an expert auditor and accountant from the start, and the ex
aminer submits that it is his duty to the public and to the profes
sion to ascertain that the candidate has at least the minimum
qualifications of such an expert. That standards have been
rising is happily true, but the student has not been handicapped
thereby. As business accounting grows more complex and re
quires more skill, standard text-books respond with revised and
improved editions. If educators and students fail to take advan
tage of them, it is not the fault of the examiner.
In his opinion, based on frequent remarks found in candidates’
papers, the most conspicuous lack in those failing to pass in prac
tical accounting is experience, and he would ask practitioners
from whose offices the candidates come what has been done to
help them gain such experience.
The up-to-date college educator, however mortified he may feel
over the failures of his graduates, is satisfied that he is not to
blame. He has consistently kept up with the latest in text-books
(has probably written one himself), has labored faithfully with his
classes, and offers in evidence that his graduates have passed cum
laude the college examinations. Like the examiner he maintains
that required experience of apprenticeship is a matter for the
offices into which his students have gone.
Also as a plea in abatement he would remind us that the growth
of business schools in colleges and universities is of recent date,
and it is too soon to expect results, taking into account the apprentice-years required under C. P. A. laws.
The high school teacher shrugs his shoulders and asks what can
be expected of him if a good part of the job of training boys and
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girls for business is taken away from him by the colleges. How
ever, he would point out that the standards of high schools have
risen greatly in the past few years, that higher accounting is now
taught to an extent far exceeding the standard required when the
C. P. A. laws were passed, and he thinks on the whole he has
performed his full duty to the profession. And he joins in the
anvil chorus directed at the public practitioner.
Besides, he maliciously adds, there are fine colleges and univer
sities in nearly all the states—why pick on the poor high-schools?
The practitioner, to whom the “buck” is so unanimously
passed, admits that most of his juniors have come to him fairly
qualified as to the elements of bookkeeping and theory—or he
wouldn’t have employed them. He states that he has been so
busy trying to make a living for them and himself that he has not
had the time to give them more experience than his business
furnished. If the examiner would limit his questions to such
kinds of business as come into his office, he is quite sure his juniors
could pass with flying colors. He has advised and encouraged
them to study in their leisure hours, lent them such books as he
had, and has now and then spent some hours looking over and
correcting their practice papers. Beyond that he, as an average
practitioner, cannot be expected to go.
In his opinion the blame for most of the failures lies with the
candidates themselves. He has observed in his own office that
the ambition to secure a C. P. A. certificate is not always accom
panied by the will to work and wait for it. Most of the candi
dates are in too much of a hurry to take the examination; as soon
as the statutory years have been served, they think they are
fully qualified and that the examination is more or less per
functory.
As to standards, he quite agrees with the attitude of the exam
iners; in fact, he would be glad to see the standards raised even
higher for the benefit of the profession.
All of which may be cold comfort for the three thousand-odd
candidates who have gone so hopefully like lambs to the slaughter
—but utterly unprepared. For that at the last analysis is the
real reason for the impressively large percentage of failures—
lack of adequate preparation for the examination. No matter
how diligently teachers may instil precept and principle, em
ployers offer practical experience, or coaches try to cram lastminute advice into over-stuffed brains, the candidate must pre
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pare himself if he hopes to pass. It is with the desire and hope of
being of some help to him that this paper is written.
The first and foremost requirement in preparing for an examina
tion is study, study and still more study! That has been said so
often that it is a platitude, I know, but it is indispensable to
acquire the habit of study not only for examination but for
future career. The successful practitioner never stops studying
till he retires. By study I do not mean cramming for the exami
nation by a few weeks’ intensive burning of the midnight oil.
Too often that defeats its own aim, for the candidate comes to the
examination with a jumble of confused texts in his head and a
mind anything but clear for working out concrete problems. A
good memory helps in answering questions on texts, of course, but
it should be a memory that has assimilated the substance, not a
parrot-memory. A concrete or practical accounting problem calls
for the same sort of mental activity that one would apply to an
actual audit. Relying on memory in such cases is sometimes
positively disastrous. There is not one chance in ten thousand
that a problem memorized will be repeated exactly in an examina
tion question, and a superficial resemblance may start one off on
the wrong tack entirely.
By study, then, I mean grasping and assimilating the substance
of one’s subject. One should close his text-book and write the
answer in his own words. This will not only help one to learn but
also to acquire the ability to express one’s thoughts clearly, a
great desideratum for the examination and for future reports.
One should be lucid, concise and brief—but not too brief. The
candidate who replied to the query of how he would proceed to
verify the cash in a bank audit, “Count cash, check bank ac
counts,” may have “covered” the ground, but he certainly gave
the examiner no evidence of his ability to conduct the most
important part of a bank audit.
The next vital requisite is practice, lots of it. That is the
reason for the “actual experience” clause in most C. P. A. laws,
the weak point of which is that it is only in the larger offices that a
junior can obtain the experience to apply in the wide field usually
covered in an examination paper. If the range of business in an
office is limited, the obvious thing is to practise working out
problems to be found in text-books, accounting periodicals, old
examination papers, published reports, etc. One should work out
the problems for himself—not take the author’s solution (if
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given) for granted. In fact, nothing should be taken for granted
in practising. A good auditor follows his work through to the
logical end, and then checks it. After one has made a complete
solution of a practice problem, he should go over it step by step
and note the authority for each in the standard texts on auditing
and accounting. In this way one may acquire a grip on theory
and principle that cannot be shaken.
And finally comes the review. The wise candidate will spend
the week or two before the examination in reviewing his text
books from the beginning, not forgetting even elementary book
keeping. (That may seem odd, but I could a tale unfold of some
remarkable blunders in simple journal entries!) It is not neces
sary to re-read texts in full—it will be enough if the first few
words of a chapter, a paragraph, immediately call to mind its
substance. The review of practice work (which by the way
should be carefully preserved until after the examination at least)
should be thorough enough to satisfy one that he could solve the
problems again without any difficulty. But, as said before, it is a
mistake to memorize the problems themselves.
So much for preparing for the examination. Now a few words
on coming to the examination-room may be useful.
To begin with one must not be in too much of a hurry to take
the examination. One can become a good junior in six months,
but it takes five to ten years, according to native ability, to make
a qualified public accountant. If a young man feels impatient,
let him read some published report of a large corporation or firm,
and try to understand the extent of the work and responsibility of
the public accountant who certifies it. Of course one does not
expect at once to undertake work of such magnitude, but the first
clients will assume that one is qualified to practise for, not on,
them. Under ordinary conditions, then, I would advise the aver
age candidate to wait at least five years before taking the
examination. Every year of waiting and working will better the
chances of passing.
One should come to the examination-room as one would
approach an actual audit. He should consider simply that he is
about to have laid before him some problems in the audit of John
Doe & Co., or the A. B. Corporation, and forget that he is trying
for a C. P. A. certificate. Not easy, to be sure, but it will test
will-power and give the self-confidence to avoid the stage
fright of the examination-room.
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The candidate should read the questions twice, at least, to be
sure of understanding what is wanted. He should not try to
remember what authors have said, but ask himself what he would
do or say if such a problem faced him in an actual audit. That is
what the examiner wants to know. He is presumably already
familiar with the standard text-books and assumes that the candi
date has studied them. It only wastes time to refer to them.
Answers should be written as clearly and concisely as possible
and then compared with the question to see if it is answered fully.
If one doesn’t know it is best to say so. One cannot hide igno
rance under a mass of verbiage however beautifully expressed.
If a question appears ambiguous the candidate should say so,
and in what respect, before supplying the answer or answers.
But if the candidate values his chances at all, he should not
answer both ways without explanation. In the one case he may
have misconstrued the question but he will nevertheless be fairly
marked on his understanding of it. In the other, it is obvious
that the examiner will give no credit at all, for he cannot say which
answer the candidate thinks correct. One simply cancels the
other. It may be well to say that although every effort is made to
avoid ambiguity in questions, uncertainty will happen now and
then. In such cases the examiner makes a note of it and gives
full credit for alternative answers.
Before handing in his paper the candidate should be sure that he
has answered all the questions. Whether or not to answer the
questions in the order given is a matter of choice. Some may pick
out and answer the easiest questions first so as to have more time
for the difficult ones. Others may take them in regular order for
the reason that the easier questions afford a mental rest between
the harder ones. Still others may pick the hardest first because
the easier ones will then come at the close, when the brain is tiring.
Whichever method is chosen, each question should be checked as
answered, and then the whole paper checked before presenting it.
Then one should be safe.
A last hint and an important one—the candidate should
answer all the questions required. One may think that if he has
answered 75% or 80% of the questions, he has done enough to
pass; but if one of those answers is incorrect, or several of them do
not obtain the maximum mark, he will have failed on the whole
paper. This has happened more than once, and to the regret of
nobody more than the examiner.
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